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WELCOME TO FALL

6196 E CALLE CAMELIA | ARCADIA
____________
This custom designed family home has it all. Located on a private cul de sac in the
heart of This beautifully remodeled Arcadia home is light & bright with oak wood

flooring throughout, marble counter tops, a white kitchen & an open floor plan.

The 6 bedroom home has 4 bedrooms and 3.5 bathrooms on the main level.
Upstairs includes 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, & a large loft perfect for kids to
hang out with their buddies. The master is split with french doors that lead to a
brick covered patio & lush backyard. The master bath is beautiful with Carrara
marble, subway tile shower & large soaking tub. The great room includes
vaulted & coffered ceilings, paneled wall detail in the formal dining room, a
large kitchen island, farm sink & custom cabinets. The bedrooms are all
spacious & each bathroom has its own charming design. Located on a large
corner lot with Camelback mountain views LEARN MORE

IT'S PLANTING SEASON
HERE ARE THE FIVE BEST TREES TO PLANT THIS FALL
Ficus Indian Laurel - Ficus nitida is one of the best trees you can plant.
Great for any landscape. The Best Selling Tree in the Valley for twenty

years (via moon valley nursery).
Chinese Elm "True Green" - For those searching for a large, stately tree
that provides maximum shade, this is a tree you definitely want to
consider.
Chilean Mesquite - Naturally a fast grower, these are the thornless
Chilean Mesquite variety that provide a dense umbrella of shade. Very
durable trees..
Tipu - One of, if not the best shade tree you can plant on your property.
Colorful, Tipu Tree's provide great shade and year-round beauty.
Fan Tex Ash - Slightly rounded in shape and a little smaller than the
Shamel ash, this shade tree is perfect for almost any residential or
commercial application.

NEW PORTFOLIO
TWO HAWKS DESIGNS
6102 E. CALLE DEL SUD
4536 N. 49th PLACE
4229 N. 66th STREET
5848 E. CALLE TUBERIA

TEN INVESTMENTS
3902 E. SOLANO DRIVE
4204 N. 57th WAY
4601 N. ARCADIA DRIVE

RAFTERHOUSE
4102 N. 64th PLACE
4116 N. 64th PLACE

MCINTYRE DEVELOPMENT
6311 E. CALLE DEL PAISANO
6220 E. CALLE CAMELIA

CATALINA HOMES
5207 E. CALLE REDONDA

HALLOWEEN tricks & treats
(valley events)

1. WICKED BALL at Talking Stick Resort
2. DIA DE LOS MUERTOS CELEBRATION at
The Desert Botanical Gardens
3. HOWL-O-WEEN at The Phoenix Zoo
4. SPOOKTACULAR BALLOON FEST at Salt
River Fields

Q & A MIKE HIGGINS

We caught up with local Architect
Mike Higgins of HIGGINS
ARCHITECTS to find out more about
building trends, design and local
business in the Valley of the Sun.
You can find out more about Higgins
Architects and see some of their
projects HERE.

ASK THE ARCHITECT
Why did you decide to become an architect? I wanted to be a baseball
player. My father told me I had to declare a major and after convincing me that
teaching could always be a fallback major (all my family is in education) I tried
architecture and I have never looked back.
How long have you been an architect? I think all my life. From the age of

four after climbing down into a basement of a building under construction to
growing up in Tempe where new homes were sprouting up all around me.
Home design and building things has always been a part of my life. I was
licensed in 1988 while living in San Francisco, CA.

How would you describe your design style?
Contextual and client responsive. I really enjoy
responding to neighborhood patterns and history
and sometimes creating a history or story about
the homes we design together. Architecture is a
service to me. I am always responding to our
clients visions and dreams.
What is your personal favorite project(s) to
date? My favorite is always the next one.I enjoy
a challenge and love the next adventure with my
new clients.

Would you say your homes have a "look"? I hope not. If you go onto my
website they all look a little different. I have done a lot of homes in the Arcadia
Neighborhood that are based on neighborhood traditional architecture and
elevate it to new modern expectations while preserving the scale and feel of
existing prototypes. My homes tend to be "sleepers"-a hot rodding term. Quiet
on the outside with a modern performing "engine" on the inside. Over the last
24 years I have evolved the look of the Ranch house and it is rewarding to see
elements of this style being replicated and inspiring some of the new builders
and Architects carrying on this tradition.
How important is collaboration in today's market? It is everything. It takes
hundreds of people working together to create a home. I like to think I am the
conductor orchestrating it all but sometimes it's the client or interior designer or
the landscape Architect. It's all about team work and allowing every person to
bring their best ideas to the benefit of the owner.
Where do you see valley design trends going in the next 10 years?
Towards environmental efficiency and ease of use and maintenance. Our
homes must become good investments that exist easily and are inexpensive to
run. We always address this in our homes but most good design decisions are

based on economic practicalities. They are market driven investments.
If you could work with any architect, alive or dead, who would it be and
why? Louis Kahn. Many may not know him but I think he was a visionary and a
humble collaborator who was always asking " what does the building want to
be?".
What is your favorite design detail/element on a home? Probably the front
door. It is the handshake of a house and you can tell a lot about someone with
a handshake.
Any exciting projects you are currently working on now? We have eight
homes being built right now and every one of them is exciting. Two are
exceptional five hundred year homes that will be around for a very long time.
Built of masonry and stone with passive shading techniques and steel windows
the homes will last for generations. We are starting on an addition and
restoration on the oldest known home in Paradise Valley.It will be a fun and
rewarding challenge. Like I stated earlier, our most exciting project is always
our next collaborative adventure. Anyone need a good tour guide?

SHOW STOPPER

MORE INFO

JUST LISTED

4518 E. Calle Redonda Street, Phoenix
Charming Ranch Home in Arcadia! Incredible curb appeal with spectacular views of
Camelback Mountain! Great room floor plan with plenty of natural light. Entertainer’s
Kitchen with cozy breakfast nook. Formal dining room great for entertaining. Large
master suite with separate exit to backyard. Secondary bedrooms are a generous
size. Plantation shutters and wood flooring throughout. Spacious backyard with great
views. You won’t want to miss this Arcadia Charmer!

WELCOME OUR NEWEST TEAM MEMBER
JENNIFER LEIBOWITZ
As a TEAM member, she focuses on Paradise Valley

and the neighborhoods nearby. It’s the area she calls
home. A resident of Arizona since 1997, Jennifer
transitioned from an award-winning career in
journalism and public relations into the interior design
business, working closely with custom home builders
in the Arcadia, Scottsdale and PV areas to design
efficient, beautiful spaces. Her understanding of a
home’s location, how it’s constructed and the
selection of finishes is essential to pinpointing the
competitive positioning of a property.

We understand that buying or selling a
home is more than just a transaction, it’s a
life-changing experience. That’s why our
team of highly-seasoned real estate
professionals is dedicated to providing
exceptional, personalized service for all of
our clients. We take great pride in the
relationships we build and always work
relentlessly on the client’s behalf to help
them achieve their real estate goals.
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